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When you first consider starting a business, you might think about your
product, prices, the market, potential customers, financing, and perhaps
even the location of your factory, plant or offices, shipping and logistics
routes. But do you also first think about your choice of jurisdiction? This
can be one of the most important decisions a business can make yet it is
little discussed and often quite misunderstood.
Every business, no matter if it is addressing the space market or any
terrestrial market can consider the choices with a set of common decisionmaking parameters. However, as important as this issue is for most
companies, it is especially important for space companies, as they must
endeavor to put aside the intrinsic fascinations and distractions of the
‘space’ element of their ventures to focus on the business basics. Whether
their business is satellite communications, remote sensing, navigational,
mining asteroids, or sending tourists into space, they must first remember
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that their ‘space’ business is still first and foremost a business, and that as a
business it must function as such irrespective of its ‘space’ cache.
It is also important to note that businesses involved in space activities
must address an additional set of considerations concerning the regulation
of space activities in their decision-making.
Companies working in
differing fields of the space marketplace face such considerations in
different ways, but all to a greater or lesser degree, and always with issues
of fundamental importance to the eventual success of the business at stake.
These regulatory issues differ in their application from nation to nation,
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction; so, the choice of business jurisdiction can
dictate their application and thus the success or failure of your enterprise.
Imagine golden threads of regulation, revenue, and reputation tying a
space company to its jurisdiction, which we would also identify as its place
of incorporation, and these in turn effect profitability and the cost of
business. Those who work to understand these considerations are most
often successful, while those who do not almost always fail.
So, from the perspective of an executive or entrepreneur in the space
industry how do you choose the optimal jurisdiction in which to establish
your new company? What additional parameters are there that the space
venture must consider, along side those in keeping with the normal course
of business? This chapter cannot answer these questions for your specific
enterprise, but it will instead seek to highlight certain key issues that every
business should consider. By raising the issue of jurisdictional choice and
its many considerations, the author is seeking to give decision makers the
parameters through which to make an informed decision that is correct for
their specific business needs.
The location considerations for space businesses can be summed up
in three basic categories: those affecting regulation, reputation, and
revenue.

To Set the Scene
The Importance of Jurisdictional Choice for a
Company in any market
When you create your company or joint venture you must first choose a
nation or state within a nation, a ‘jurisdiction,’ in which to legally form or
‘incorporate’ your venture. By so doing you give your new company life
and legal personality under the law, and hence the ability to trade and to
conduct business. To use an analogy, think of your company, your body
corporate, as a person with a legal personality: what nationality do you
want them to have or, more importantly, do you need them to have to
succeed in business? In essence, what business passport will they be
carrying and working under? When making this choice of jurisdiction you
will thus be choosing the specific laws, regulations, and taxes that will
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apply to your business, and so of course you must strive to find the best a
jurisdiction to match your particular business needs. Again the importance
of this cannot be over stressed.
The question of jurisdiction, which refers to whose law (juris) speaks
(diction), is a crucial decision, as these laws and regulations will apply to
your business and will in turn drive the cost of your doing business, the
ability to conduct business legally or not and under what sort of regulatory
constraints, and will significantly impact your capacity to win business or
not, to trade with customers and partners, to find finance and skilled labor,
and a host of other issues in that nation or the countries of your customers.
It is akin to choosing not just where to build your company, but upon what
legal and cost foundation to build your company: build a strong foundation
and you will have the route to success; build a poor foundation and no
matter how successful your company may or may not be in the future, it
will always struggle with inherent and predetermined constraints and costs
that will more than likely lead to failure.
Hence, every aspect of a nation’s laws, business regulations, and
taxes must be assessed before making an informed decision.
You have the whole world to choose from in today’s globalized
economy, the choice of almost any nation, or sometimes even the states
within a nation. Prior preparation and investigation of the choices is of
paramount importance. Speak with legal and accounting experts. Take
advice from your bankers. Take advice from your prospective customers
too. Examine what others in your industry are doing: are they succeeding
or failing in this regard? Why? What can you do differently to give your
venture an advantage or a level playing field?
At present, according to the US State Department, there are 194
1
nations and 61 associated territories to choose from in which to
incorporate your venture. On the most macro of levels, incorporating your
company in France versus China, purely for example, brings with it not just
differences in language and access to regional markets, but differences also
in terms of legal regimes, business regulations, taxation rates, intellectual
property regimes, employment law, union law, vacation and national
holiday entitlement, all of which in turn affects productivity, the ability to
raise capital by taking a company to market, social provisions, and
reputational issues in terms of visibility with your customer base.
General questions that can come from such considerations range
across issues including these:
1.
2.
3.
4.
1

Can
Can
Can
Can

I
I
I
I

hire the right people for my venture?
attract the right capital and investors?
manufacture and ship my products?
protect my intellectual property?

Source: US State Department.
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5.
6.

Can I be price-competitive in the market under this tax regime?
Will I have an advantage over my competition or will they have
an advantage working from a different jurisdiction than mine?
7. Are my customers able to buy from me if I trade from this
nation?
8. Is it to my advantage to trade from here as a company?
9. What will it cost me to trade from this jurisdiction?
What
regulatory fees and taxes will I be paying? Are there hidden
costs?
To the greatest business consideration of all: Will I make money for
my shareholders and am I protecting their interests? An investor’s money
is a sacred trust and must be guarded at all times.
So, will you be more successful operating from one nation or
jurisdiction versus another? The answer is quite often, Yes.
It is possible to break down the myriad of factors to consider into the
three basic parameters of revenue, regulation, and reputation: How will
incorporating here affect my revenues, the regulations under which I will
conduct my business, and ultimately my reputation with my customers,
investors, financiers, and international regulators?
While the businessperson is considering this choice, many
jurisdictions on the world stage are at the same time competing for their
business, working to attract new economic activity to their nation or state,
and this can also affect the choice.
Many jurisdictions compete for economic development opportunities
by offering a tailored regulatory and legal home for incorporation,
providing policies and practices of competitive taxation, rule of law,
specialized business courts, political stability, membership in
internationally-recognized regulatory regimes that are backed by access to
markets via networks of treaties, such as World Trade Organization
(W.T.O.) membership for example. Jurisdictions such as the Isle of Man
and Singapore compete on along side the United Kingdom, Switzerland,
and the United States.
It is worth noting too, that within nations, states also compete for
national and international business, and soon they will compete to be the
terrestrial home for space-based enterprises. In the United States, the states
of Delaware, Mississippi, and Nevada compete avidly for companies, while
the economic powerhouses of California and New York offer less attractive
tax regimes for businesses (or, from some perspectives, downright
unattractive tax regimes) and tend to be more restrictive of their operations.
This is also the case with the Cantons of Switzerland or the Crown
Dependencies and Overseas Territories of the British Isles.
The choice of incorporating your business in one state versus another
may bring more subtle differences in profitability and shareholder value as
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well as differences in product liability, state income taxes, and even in the
cost and distribution of capital and thus access to finance.

The Unique Factors for Space Companies
For space companies, the decision is still harder and has further reaching
consequences than for those of a non-space business.
Additional
considerations amplify the parameters of regulation, reputation, and
revenue, which in turn greatly narrow the choice of jurisdictions
specifically driven by the company’s choice of markets and customers.
The space marketplace is quite diverse in terms of the services and
products that it offers, and the customer base it seeks to serve.
Activities in space are conducted under international treaties whose
application and regulation differs in every nation. These regulatory
considerations also differ in regards to each sector of the space industry.
For example, Satellite Operators must secure orbital spectrum via
their national regulators through the orbital filing process at the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU). They must also secure
landing rights to legally offer services in the markets they serve from orbit.
Launch Providers must balance launch site location, liability and
regulation with access to international markets. Please see the example of
the Sea Launch Company discussed later in this chapter.
Remote Sensing Providers faces ‘shutter control’ on their imagery
and its sale. For example, US companies must work under the Land
Remote Sensing Policy Act of 1992 and Presidential Decision Directive-23
(PDD-23) that governs the export of remote sensing equipment, satellites,
and services.
Those in manufacturing and in insurance face issues focused
specifically on Export Control laws and regulations through to Government
subsidies to competitors. This affects the ability to use specific technology
in the construction of spacecraft through to the purchase and use of specific
launch vehicles. For Insurance organizations it also affects and limits their
ability to address technical concerns of specific systems and subsystems in
space construction, launch, and operations. A space specific element of
programmatic, cost, and market risk is introduced defined by the actions of
those under a specific regulatory system.
For those that commercially operate satellites, spacecraft, or
spaceships in orbit (which we refer to ‘space assets’), regulation is often the
first key parameter and question: do the necessary laws or regulations exist
in this jurisdiction that will allow me to legally conduct my business in
space? Specifically, is the jurisdiction a signatory to the larger set of
international treaties and agreements that will allow me to conduct my
space business?
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While many nations have signed the United Nations Outer Space
Treaty, Agreements and Conventions, far fewer have enacted national
regulatory and licensing regimes to allow commercial activities in space.
The first enquiry within a jurisdiction should be with a regulator or legal
advisor to ascertain whether or not that nation has signed the required UN
Space Treaties and in turn has in place the necessary legal and regulatory
structure required under the Treaties to license and regulate your activities?
Will they have to write new laws to allow you to conduct your space
business? How long will this take and how much will it cost? Can you
wait or take this risk?
According to the United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs
(UNOOSA) as of the time of going to print, only 20 of the 194 nations in
the world currently have the necessary national space law in place to allow
2
the launch and operation of a space object . However, 33 nations and two
International Non Governmental Organizations (INGOs) have filed
spacecraft orbital ephemeris data with the Secretary General of the United
Nations as required under the terms of the Outer Space Treaty and the
3
Registration Convention. Whereas 64 nations are on record at the ITU in
Geneva holding active orbital spectrum filings for geostationary and other
4
satellites.
These figures, and the inclusion of the two INGOs in the UN
Registry, is instructive as the reader should note that while many nations
have activities in space via their own government agencies this does not
equate to their having in place the necessary legislation to either allow
2

3

4

Namely: Argentina, Australia, Belgium Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, France,
Germany, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation,
South Africa, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom (including Isle of Man,
Gibraltar, Cayman, Bermuda), Ukraine, and the United States of America.
Source United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs:
http://www.oosa.unvienna.org/oosaddb/browse_all_js.jsp?dims=COUNTRY_C
ODE|DATE
Namely Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Chile, Czech
Republic, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, India, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Republic of
Korea, Russian Federation, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, United
Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United States, Venezuela, European Space
Agency (ESA), and the European Organization for the Exploitation of
Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT). Source United Nations Office of
Outer Space Affairs:
http://www.oosa.unvienna.org/oosa/SORegister/index.html
ITU Radiocommunication Bureau (BR) 2009 Annual Space Report to STS-10
on the use of the geostationary-satellite orbit (GSO) and other orbits to the
Technical Sub-Committee of the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful
Uses if Outer Space (COPUOUS). Source ITU: http://www.itu.int/ITUR/space/snl/report/
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commercial space activities via companies registered in that nation or such
legislation in place to protect the legal rights of those companies.
Further of note is that some nations will allow commercial space
activities, but choose to do so via their jurisdictions under national
regulations as opposed to working from national law, for example
Luxembourg and Papua New Guinea.
Without the necessary space regulation and licensing in place, a
business cannot legally be conducted from that jurisdiction. Regulation is
key, in turn affecting even the ability to earn revenues, thus affecting the
business’ reputation.

Think of spacecraft like ships on the high seas
The law applies to the activities of those operating space assets much as it
does to those operating ships on the high seas, yet with the added focus of
national security interests, space law, and international treaties binding
their actions.
A ship is registered or ‘flagged’ to a particular nation, and the laws of
that nation apply to the activities on that ship wherever it sails. Similarly
for space assets, but with the additional issues that the jurisdiction of
registration or ‘flag’ are impacted by the terms of the United Nations Outer
Space Treaty and its associated Conventions, and by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) as well. Both require the jurisdiction or
5
state of registration to bear international liability for the actions and
6
activities of that object.
It does not matter where your assets are
physically located in space; they are still legally and financially tied to their
jurisdiction of registration. One hundred percent of the money ‘spent in
space’ is in reality spent on the ground.
Inasmuch as one hundred percent of the money spent and earned in
space is currently accounted, transferred, and useful only here on Earth, the
‘golden threads’ of regulation, reputation, and revenue attach each asset
back to its terrestrial state of registration. When there is genuine spacebased space commerce the situation will change, but for the time being,
until the first bar opens for business in Low Earth Orbit and you wish to
spend your space bucks on a rare single malt, space commerce and Earth
commerce will always be consummated with some sort of exchange back
on Earth And hence regulated, taxed, and controlled back on Earth.
The golden threads of commerce attach every object in space to its
jurisdiction of incorporation, ownership, and hence regulation, taxes, costs,
risk, and reputation.

5
6

Article VII, United Nations Outer Space Treaty.
Article VIII, United Nations Outer Space Treaty.
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To launch and operate any asset in space, a series of international
treaties, agreements, and licensing requirements must be met under national
and international law, most notably the UN Outer Space Treaty, the
Liability Convention, and the Registration Convention, and thus all
national space laws are derived from a nation’s ascension to the UN space
treaties.
The connection of regulation and governmental liability to the
activities of space assets and the companies that own them is unique in the
business world and worthy of brief discussion as an example. Under the
UN Outer Space Treaty and the Liability Convention and Registration
Convention, all states signatory to the agreements are internationally liable
without limit for the actions of their agencies and ‘non governmental
entities’ (companies) in space and are required to regulate said activities.
This does not happen with the aviation or shipping or even with the
international arms industry. It only happens with the space industry.
Hence this national liability always translates into costs for the
business in question: regulatory costs, licensing, spectrum fees, corporate
taxation, and even in some cases specific taxes upon the cost of insuring
the launch and operation of space assets, usually named as Insurance
Premium Tax.
Liability consideration is not a factor that affects any other businesses
or markets, its significance may not occur to the budding space
entrepreneur until too late, and at a late stage prior to launch it can add
literal millions to the cost of any project.
Hence, there is a ‘golden thread’ of regulation attached to each and
every satellite and space craft, wherever in space it may be, that ties it back
to the jurisdiction that licensed its launch and operation. For space
companies, these golden threads embody all that is unique concerning
regulation, reputation, and revenue. As per international treaties and
associated national laws, the assets upon which a space business earns its
revenues are subject to the laws and regulations from their jurisdiction of
incorporation.
So again, the first consideration in choosing the jurisdiction in which
to incorporate a space venture that launches or operates space assets is a
series of simple questions focused around the three ‘R’s of revenue,
regulation, and reputation.
Has this jurisdiction signed the relevant UN Space Treaties and
Conventions? (Without ascension to the Treaties and Conventions the
business will not be able to operate in space from that jurisdiction.)
Does this jurisdiction have in place national space law and
regulations that will allow me to license the launch and operation of my
space assets? (Without a national licensing regime and associated
regulations in place, space operations will not be feasible.)
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Have others successfully navigated this regulatory process before me
in this jurisdiction, or will I be the first to do so? This element of
regulatory risk in itself can be a crucial element of cost and potential delay
to any venture.
Are there any space specific taxes or regulatory fees? (Often there
are. For example, Insurance Premium Taxes, Launch Permits, Operations
Permits, Export Control Licenses, Spectrum Usage License and Fees, etc.)
Are there other hidden costs? Requirements to place infrastructure in
the jurisdiction (such as satellite control centers and associated employees),
conditions on your use of the jurisdiction (such as access to your satellite
footprint and coverage of the jurisdiction), hard or soft requirements to use
national telecommunications providers or specific providers of spacecraft
or launch services are some examples of questions that will need to be
addressed.

The Example of the Sea Launch Company
An example of jurisdictional confusion is a key element of the story of the
Sea Launch Company, and it had a direct impact upon the company and its
profitability. Formed in 1995, Sea Launch developed its launch business
based from an ocean-going platform. Its founding partners were Boeing,
Kvaerner, Energia and Yuzhnoye. The partners chose to incorporate and
headquarter the company in the Cayman Islands. The Caymans are British
Overseas Territories and thus under British jurisdiction.
At that time the Cayman Islands did not have a licensing regime in
place for the launch and operation of a space object, and had not passed
into law the UK Outer Space Act. As such, it did not have the ability to
issue a launch and operations license for the launch of Sea Launch’s Zenit
Rockets.
Sadly this only came to light only in late 1998, when after many
years of work and investment the Boeing Company, on behalf of the Sea
Launch Company, was denied a launch license from the US Government
on the basis that Sea Launch was in fact a British company given that its
stated headquarters were in the Cayman Islands and hence a British
Overseas Territory. This triggered a series of events where Sea Launch
was fined by the US State Department for Export Control (ITAR)
violations, and US Customs and Excise impounded its launch vehicles.
In turn, the Sea Launch Company then sought to belatedly seek a
launch license from the British Government, and according to the UN
Outer Space Treaty a special agreement was reached between the UK and
US Governments, through the intervention of the UN Secretary General, to
allow the first test launch to proceed. This all required many months to
resolve, at a significant cost to the Sea Launch Company, its customers,
most especially its first customers, and its investors.
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Eventually the Cayman Islands retroactively passed the UK Outer
Space Act, but by then Sea Launch had endured the cost and disruption to
move its headquarters, and hence its jurisdiction for licensing, to Long
Beach in California, from which it then obtained US launch licenses. The
7
US State Department publicly fined the Sea Launch Company $10M for
its breeches of the US Export Control legislation and regulations.
Ironically, its launch vehicles were also briefly impounded at US Customs
during the transfer of operations to California for having improper
documentation.

International Telecommunications Union
and Access to Orbital Spectrum
A close second and equally important consideration in regard to ascension
to international agreements and treaties is membership of that jurisdiction
to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU).
Why? To operate in any object in Earth Orbit or beyond you must
have access to the necessary radio frequencies with which to do so. You
need to control your spacecraft and to use it for data collection,
broadcasting, etc. Yet radio spectrum is a limited natural resource. The
use of these frequencies, this resource, is decided by the ITU, a UN body,
working in coordination with national governments.
The British Spectrum Regulator, OFCOM, in the United Kingdom
8
puts it far more succinctly :
“Satellite services are important for business, social and scientific
applications, offering a unique ability to deliver communications to
many parts of the world not adequately served by other means. In
order to operate a satellite network, it is necessary to obtain access
to spectrum for the uplink (Earth to satellite) as well as the return
path from the satellite to stations in the service area. It is also
necessary to secure an orbital position in space for the satellite. A
satellite’s orbital position will influence the area of the globe that it
can serve.”
Spectrum and orbital positions are valuable and limited resources.
Radio spectrum is in high demand as new mobile and broadband
technologies develop and it becomes increasingly challenging to find
frequencies to deliver new communications services. Orbital positions from
which satellites can serve commercially attractive markets, such as the
USA and Europe, are very popular and are becoming congested. If the
7
8

US State Department: http://fpc.state.gov/documents/organization/17353.pdf
OFCOM 2007, Procedures for the Management of Satellite Filings. Section
One, section 1,1 to 1.3, page 1.
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spectrum and orbital positions are not used efficiently, competition,
innovation and growth in communications services will be hindered to the
detriment of consumers and businesses.
“Spectrum and orbital positions have to be managed and planned in
order to avoid interference and ensure that adequate separations are
maintained between satellites. The international nature of satellite
services means that coordination takes place within a framework of
international
rules
administered
by
the
International
Telecommunication Union (ITU)…”
To put it as simply as possible, no frequencies means no business.
To gain access and use of orbital frequencies companies must apply
to their national governments, i.e. via the jurisdiction of their incorporation,
to request the frequencies they need. In turn their national government then
manages this application to the ITU.
Every nation handles this in a
different manner and with different costs. The one constant is that every
nation charges for the use of spectrum, bar none, either through direct fees
or indirect taxes.
All nations are ITU members. In fact there are more members of the
9
ITU , a United Nations organization, than there are members of the United
10
Nations itself.
However, of key consideration for the space business, is that only a
11
sub set of ITU member states submit orbital frequency filings, and an
even smaller sub set of these jurisdictions will allow their companies to
make their orbital frequency applications (filings) to the ITU via their
national regulators to obtain the necessary orbital frequencies from with
which to conduct their business.
For example, in order to conduct a satellite communications business,
a series of orbital frequencies are needed in various radio frequency bands,
normally the C, Ku, Ka, or S bands, with assigned coverage of ‘foot prints’
over the target markets. To obtain these frequencies with the necessary
antenna patterns or coverage of the Earth below (the satellite’s ‘footprint’),
9

10
11

As of December 2009, the ITU has 191 Member states. Source, ITU:
http://www.itu.int/members/index.html
As of December 2009, the UN has 190 member nations. Source:
http://www.un.org/en/members/index.shtml
As of December 2009, 64 member states had active satellite spectrum filings at
the ITU. ITU Radiocommunication Bureau (BR) 2009 Annual Space Report to
STS-10 on the use of the geostationary-satellite orbit (GSO) and other orbits to
the Technical Sub-Committee of the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful
Uses if Outer Space (COPUOUS). Source ITU: http://www.itu.int/ITUR/space/snl/report/
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orbital spectrum applications are needed. These are commonly known as
orbital filings. In addition, for the operation of any spacecraft, Tracking,
Telemetry, and Command (TT&C) frequencies are needed to manage and
to legally control the space assets themselves.
For remote sensing satellites, frequencies are needed for both data
transmission and TT&C, while for space tourism, Earth-to-Space
communications and TT&C are needed.

Figure 1
The golden threads of revenue, regulation, and reputation
tying the space business to its jurisdiction.

No Frequencies, No Financing
The investor community has learned very clearly that confirmation of radio
frequency licenses is a key pre-requisite to receiving financial backing for
any space venture.
Hence, the entrepreneur must determine if the proposed home
jurisdiction is a member of the ITU, has a track record in making orbital
filings, and further will they allow your company to apply for the radio
frequencies that you need and are the laws and regulations of that
jurisdiction in place to allow you to legally use the frequencies?
In short
1.
2.

Can they make orbital filings?
Will they allow you to use them?
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3.
4.
5.
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Is there a regulatory path in place to allow you to use them with
some certainty under the rule of law?
Have others successfully used this process before you?
Not forgetting, and most importantly, how much will they charge
you to use them? They will charge you.

Every nation charges companies for the use of radio spectrum,
whether for cell phones or for satellites. This is administrated either
through direct charges, licensing, or through indirect taxation, and there is
absolutely no escaping this particular ‘cost of doing business’ in any
jurisdiction.
The charges are always there, but sometimes they’re cleverly hidden.
For example, prior to allocating orbital spectrum, some nations will require
that your satellite provide service coverage to a percentage of their nation,
for example Brazil. Others can choose to require you to give them
commercial access to a given number of the transponders on your satellite,
for example Papua New Guinea, which they will then sell into your
marketplace in competition with you.
Still others still require you to give their national post and telecom
companies’ preferential terms, or require you to use their national or
regional satellite manufacturers or launch providers, or require that you
build a Satellite Control Center in their jurisdiction, for example Gibraltar.
Many employ an Insurance Premium Tax charged upon the value of
the insurance premium your company is paying to insure the cost of the
launch and operations of the company’s space assets, for example here the
United Kingdom (note: not the Isle of Man), Luxembourg, Australia, and
Papua New Guinea amongst others. Such charges can be in the many
millions of Dollars.
Some auction your own spectrum to you, or simply charge a fee to
use the spectrum. This, of course, is all in addition to any national
corporate taxes, employment or social charter charges you are paying.
Often space companies find that the cost of doing business in one
jurisdiction can lead to double if not triple forms of taxation on their
business, revenue, exports or imports, and always upon their use of
spectrum, so ascertaining the true and real cost of working in the space
business and in choosing most practical and cost effective jurisdiction is
not a trivial matter.
Satellite operators also have to consider the impact of international
treaties outside of the immediate jurisdiction in which they operate.
Membership in the World Trade Organization (W.T.O.) ensures market
access for their services.
Having an orbital filing with the necessary orbital position,
associated frequencies, and market footprint is only half of the regulatory
equation: market access to land and use their signals to offer their service is
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also a consideration. An orbital filing might be available from a
jurisdiction, but can it be used in the larger regulatory context?
The question of Landing Rights and Market access is also important.
Permission must also be granted by the nations to which you are
broadcasting or offering services to legally allow use of your signals on the
ground and in your markets.
Many developing nations have sought to attract space businesses by
offering access to their orbital filings and spectrum. Yet you would do well
to consider other questions of regulation and reputational risk.
How politically stable is the nation in question?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Can customers and employees visit that nation or work from that
jurisdiction?
Is my investment safe from capricious changes of government or
local laws and regulations?
What is the jurisdictions’ reputation for international business
and trade?
Will working from this jurisdiction help or hurt my reputation as
a business?

This question of reputational risk also carries with it a monetary cost
in terms of business risk in association of clients and customers. Political
Risk Insurance (PRI) is increasingly required by financiers prior to
potentially funding a venture, so you must determine if that insurance is
available in the jurisdiction you propose to be based in, and at what
comparative rate. Unfortunately, this cost of protecting an investment from
political and reputational risk is often a consideration that arises only later
on, after a jurisdiction has already been chosen and work has begun, and
it’s too late to change.
Reputational consideration is also reflected in the impact of United
States Export Control laws and regulations. If your jurisdiction is a
‘proscribed’ nation for US Export Control, this will at minimum add cost,
delay, and risk to your procurement of space assets, and at worst will deny
you access to the assets thus preventing you entirely from doing business
and all. The Sea Launch story is an excellent example of this.
Export Control also impacts your ability to sell from or into a nation,
or to be part of a larger space procurement or program. Hence, US Export
Controls have greatly impacted the ability of US Satellite Manufacturers
and Launch Service providers to sell outside the US. In turn, those wishing
to procure and purchase goods from US companies or to sell products or
services to US companies from outside of the United States have also seen
Export Control greatly reduce, if not entirely stop their ability to sell to US
companies. For example, at present, US companies are prohibited from
doing business with Chinese companies in regards to space technologies
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and services and hence are unable to purchase satellite launches on China’s
Long March launch vehicles. Correspondingly the Chinese firm, the China
Great Wall Industry Corporation, is unable to sell launch services to US
companies.
If your markets were focused on US space companies or customers,
then given existing US Export Control laws it would behoove you to utilize
a US jurisdiction for that part of your business.
Another political consideration for those working in the space
business, and who are specifically selling to US or European Government
buyers, is the impact of ‘Buy American,’ or European Space Agency’s
policy of ‘Juste Retour.’ Through these policies many nations and national
blocks will restrict what their tax funds can be spent on in regards to space
procurements, technology and services. Hence, to win this business your
company must be incorporated in their jurisdiction, again generating jobs
and also taxes (i.e. expenses) there for you.
If you are seeking to be a prime contractor or a sub contractor there
are also considerations. In the United States you can choose to incorporate
in a state that is pro business, or pro space program, or one that is not.
Furthermore, all major US Government contracts set aside a portion of the
procurement budget for minority, Native American, or Women-owned
businesses, and you may also have an advantage if you choose to
incorporate in a state that is in a HUB Zone for the Small Business
Administration.

The US HUBZone Example
For the new or small space company seeking specific contracts from US
Government Agencies being incorporated in a HUBZone can prove an
12
advantage in the bidding process.
For example incorporating your
company in a HUBZone in the United States can bring two basic levels of
benefit for space businesses. The first relates directly to US Government
contracts, while the second involves specialized assistance from the US
Government. US Government contracts can be set-aside for HUBZone
competition when the contracting officer has a reasonable expectation that
at least two qualified HUBZone small business concerns will submit offers
and that the contract will be awarded at a fair market price. HUBZone
contracts can also be awarded as ‘sole source’, i.e. without competitive
bidding, under certain conditions. In terms of special assistance, eligible
HUBZone firms can also qualify for higher US Small Business
Administration (SBA) guaranteed surety bonds on construction and service
contract bids. A full 3% of all Federal Contracts can be set aside for those
12

http://www.sba.gov/hubzone/
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companies bidding from HUBZones. Further, companies working from
similar ‘Federal Empowerment Zones and Enterprise Communities’
(EZ/EC) can also benefit from employer tax credits, tax-free facility bonds,
14
and investment tax deductions.
To be successful in winning business in Japan, on the other hand,
experience suggests that it is recommended to partner with a wellestablished aerospace company, and take their advice as to which
prefecture in which to incorporate your venture. For contracts with the
European Space Agency seek a Member State that is working under its
‘Juste Retour’ or just return ratio. Many nations are oversubscribed on
their ratios, like France, Germany, and Britain, so if you choose a nation
that is currently undersubscribed in its ratio you will likely benefit. For
example, many of the larger European Aerospace Contractors, such as
EADS and its space group, EADS Astrium, hold multiple operating units
and product lines in different European jurisdictions, and indeed in
different jurisdictions throughout the world for just these reasons.
Tax Dollars, Pounds, and Euros are predominantly spent via contracts
on companies in the nations that grant them. Yet, beware additional
taxation and social costs that can affect your business from working in
these jurisdictions.
If you are working in the field of Remote Sensing, your business is
the provision of data services. The core of service is focused around the
13

14

Source: Reperi LLC. The HUBZone Act requires that 3% of all federal
contracting dollars go to HUBZones. HUBZone designation is determined by
the Federal Census and is based upon unemployment compared to state and
federal data. Unlike other preferences, HUBZone does not hue to race and
gender metrics, but is instead based legitimately on economics data. Areas that
are generally affluent are therefore not HUBZones, while areas that are
economically challenged are HUBZones. 35% of the workforce of a firm
claiming HUBZone status must live and work in the HUBZone. HUBZone
certification is a federal certification by SBA. Federal government set-aside
contracts, under recent GAO rulings, receive the first preference when a
contracting officer wishes to make an SB set aside, and therefore comes before
any other designated program. A contracting officer can also determine that
only one HUBZone is qualified and “sole source” procurements to a HUBZone,
although under current law most contracting officers will compete between two
qualified HUBZones. For instance, the Army SMDC in Huntsville frequently
uses the sole sourcing option. All federally designated Indian Lands are
HUBZones. Unlike other social responsibility programs that are targeted at
race and gender, but may do little to actually impact economically depressed
areas in a geographic sense, HUBZone strikes directly at the root by pushing
economic benefit straight into challenged areas, regardless of the race or gender
of the area’s inhabitants.
Source US Government Small Business Administration:
http://www.sba.gov/hubzone/section05d.htm
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five basic principles of getting the right data to the right person in the right
format at the right time and at the right price. How will the questions of
regulation, reputation, and revenue affect your decision making?
In terms of regulation, does your jurisdiction have specific remote
sensing, data act, or ‘shutter control’ regulations or legislation? In brief,
shutter control is the ability of your national government to decide what
your company can take pictures of and to whom you can or cannot sell
them to: in essence a potential regulatory cap upon your business and hence
your revenues.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Shutter Control can limit your access to markets and to
customers. How could this impact your sales?
What is their approach to issues such as Shutter Control or even
to data management and the sale of imagery?
If they will ban the sale of imagery to your biggest customer,
should you be in that jurisdiction?
Is it now too late to leave given the legal and financial
consequences of your active spectrum, launch, and operational
licenses?

Here regulatory risk mixing with reputational risk and national and
international policy issues determine the markets you may have access to,
and hence your potential revenues.
Asset-based space businesses are capital intensive, with necessary
investments often in the range of multiple hundreds of millions of dollars.
For the most part, financing will come from institutional investors, and
must be secured via the laws and according to the political stability of the
jurisdiction in question, in addition to being tied to the framework of
international financial regulations and markets.

Jurisdictional Reputational (Political) Risk
and Space Companies
Space activities are closely linked to national security and national politics.
Can the politics of a nation affect your business or a change of
government? Absolutely. Is this linked to those only working in the
market segment of government space agency contracts? Not at all.
The considerations here are a blend of Regulatory and Reputational
risk affecting ultimately your business, its growth potential, and its
revenues.
The Example Nahuelsat S.A.
Nahuelsat S.A. was incorporated in 1992 in Argentina and became
that nation’s first commercial satellite operator. It was founded by
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European companies Aerospatiale, Daimler-Chrysler and Alenia Spazio.
US Satellite Operator SES Americom later also became a shareholder. It
became operative in 1994 and launched its own satellite in 1997. However,
following elections in 2007, a new Argentinean government, by law,
created a company named Empresa Argentina de Soluciones Satelitales
S.A. (ARSAT) giving this company exclusive rights to provide satellite
services to this new company all of the spectrum licenses and operational
assets of Nahuelsat S.A. effectively putting Nahuelsat S.A. out of business.
Here, political risk manifested itself through national regulation and
arbitrarily deprived a business of its means of survival, and the
shareholders and investors in that business their investment, due to a
political decision.
There is no perfect solution, nor a perfect answer in regards to
guarding against such risk. The reader must just acknowledge its existence
and as much as possible to mitigate against it through jurisdictional choice.
Access to Financial Markets
Another key question in regards to the choice of jurisdiction for your
company is keeping future growth in mind, and enabling it by ensuring
access to finance and capital markets. You should always be thinking of
the value exit path for your investors to realize the return on their
investment. When thinking of the exit you must also think of their
entrance: what will encourage an investor to invest in your company,
providing access to the finances you need to grow your company? Your
choice of jurisdiction can play a large role here.
To address is how your financiers and investors will seek a return on
their investment you must think about potential paths to their realizing the
return on their investment: will you sell the company via an industry sale or
take the company ‘public’ via placing shares on one of the international
stock exchanges?
The world’s primary financial markets for stock
offerings and trading are in New York, London, Hong Kong, and
Singapore. How does your jurisdiction work with these others in mind?
1.

2.

15

Do companies incorporated in your jurisdiction have the ability
to access these key public markets? Do those markets recognize
them? Are their regulatory barriers or enablers to access those
markets?
Does your planned jurisdiction have the ability and the track
record for taking companies to the world’s leading equity
markets? For example, Isle of Man companies have become one
15
of the world’s leading listings on the London AIM market .

Source, London Stock Exchange: http://www.aim.co.im/~aimcoi/listings.php
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3.
4.
5.
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Are you establishing your venture in a jurisdiction that will carry
more or less risk for those financing you?
Will this help or hinder your ability to seek and to use capital?
Will your investors have a validated exit route to seek a return on
their investment or your own venture to seek more necessary
capital from the markets to grow and mature?

Here your revenues are affected by the financial regulations of your
jurisdiction. Make the choice wisely.

Conclusion
You have a choice in jurisdictions for your company. Though you literally
have the entire world to choose from, you must choose a jurisdiction whose
regulations and reputation will allow you to maximize your revenues,
profit, and the ultimate success of your space venture. Your choice of
jurisdiction is also dictated as to the market segment in the space industry
you’re working in (or wish to work in). It is also dictated by your
customer’s needs and by the needs of your investors.
The risks of
regulation, reputation, and revenue must always be at the forefront of your
decision making process.

•••
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